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Abstract: Background: With digital transformation and growing social media usage, kids spend
considerable time on the web, especially watching videos on YouTube. YouTube is a source of
education and entertainment media that has a significant impact on the skill improvement, knowledge,
and attitudes of children. Simultaneously, harmful and inappropriate video content has a negative
impact. Recently, researchers have given much attention to these issues, which are considered
important for individuals and society. The proposed methods and approaches are to limit or prevent
such threats that may negatively influence kids. These can be categorized into five main directions.
They are video rating, parental control applications, analysis meta-data of videos, video or audio
content, and analysis of user accounts. Objective: The purpose of this study is to conduct a systematic
review of the existing methods, techniques, tools, and approaches that are used to protect kids and
prevent them from accessing inappropriate content on YouTube videos. Methods: This study conducts
a systematic review of research papers that were published between January 2016 and December
2022 in international journals and international conferences, especially in IEEE Xplore Digital Library,
ACM Digital Library, Web of Science, Google Scholar, Springer database, and ScienceDirect database.
Results: The total number of collected articles was 435. The selection and filtration process reduced
this to 72 research articles that were appropriate and related to the objective. In addition, the outcome
answers three main identified research questions. Significance: This can be beneficial to data mining,
cybersecurity researchers, and peoples’ concerns about children’s cybersecurity and safety.

Keywords: YouTube; kids’ digital safety; social networks; inappropriate content; machine learning;
deep learning

1. Introduction

Traditionally, kids around the world like to spend hours watching TV series, cartoons,
movies, films, DVDs, or recorded films on computers that can be educative or entertaining.
In the early stages of childhood, kids gain and develop skills and knowledge that help
them build their personalities over time. Furthermore, spending time watching videos
aids in the growth and development of such skills. Moreover, traditional ways are easy to
control by the government or parents based on kids-friendly program regulations. In this
way, the risk and influence on kids’ learning and development become limited [1–5].

In the past decade, the development of web and social media, data, video stream-
ing, and the availability of smartphones, laptops, and tablets have led to the expansion
of internet usage. This is a result of increased activities using high-speed internet, espe-
cially among children and adolescents who spend more time on Social Media Networks
(SMN) or surfing the internet. SMNs are among the most desirable and popular sites and
platforms for children. They use it for playing games, having one-on-one conversations,
sharing information, and watching movies [6–8]. Thus, there are many benefits to kids
and teenagers, such as gathering knowledge or enhancing skills, especially during the
COVID-19 pandemic, when children spent much time on SMN for distance education
platforms or entertainment. However, such platforms without regulation allow children
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to access inappropriate content that may be psychologically, intellectually, or emotionally
harmful and unsafe [9].

YouTube is one of the most popular social media platforms and was created in 2005.
Millions of users who upload, watch, share, and comment on videos use it and display
recorded educational videos or stories [10–12]. Kids and teenagers mostly use it as an
alternative to traditional TV or entertainment methods. In this regard, digital spaces are
consuming large amounts of time for kids. Kids can access a diverse range of YouTube
channels through many types of devices, such as tablets, smart TVs, mobile phones, laptops,
and desktops [13]. Because many YouTube channels are created to attract kids, the rela-
tionship between children and digital media is swiftly growing. According to Statista [14],
in 2022, 2.6 billion viewers were on YouTube. Monthly, 70% of this figure access YouTube
through mobile phones. Based on recent research in 2022, 65% of kids spend their browsing
time on YouTube. Eighty percent of parents in the USA have stated that their kids watch
YouTube. It can positively or negatively impact the learning of children at an early age.
YouTubers/influencers and companies create hundreds of YouTube channels that target
kids. These channels can be beneficial for kids if used for educational or entertainment
purposes. At the same time, it can be risky if these channels contain disturbing or inappro-
priate content for kids that can impact their knowledge, attitude, and foundational and
development skills [15]. Therefore, the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA)
highlighted the requirement to protect children under 13 years for the online community
of kids’ digital safety. In addition, for that purpose, in 2015, Google introduced YouTube
Kids [16]. It can be used to filter YouTube videos based on the appropriateness of kids’
age through the analysis of meta-data or suggestions from user reports. On YouTube Kids,
children can watch videos from trusted, family-friendly channels, and parents can trust
them without any supervision. Additionally, on YouTube Kids, the levels of restrictions are
classified as: preschoolers starting from age 2 to 4, young children ages 5 to 8, and older
children aged 8 to 12 years. To further explore this matter, based on the statistics for 2022,
the top channel watched by kids is ChuChu TV Nursery Rhymes and Kids Songs, which
has 57.5 million young subscribers.

However, YouTube Kids is still not a strong platform that can prevent inappropriate or
disturbing videos to kids [17–23] due to the increasing number of YouTube channels/videos
or user-generated comments. In addition, the decision algorithms rely on the meta-data of
videos that are uploaded by YouTubers. Additionally, there are many sites or advertise-
ments not suitable for children that are in the form of visual, audio, and textual content, or
through URL links that can be added to YouTube videos through user-generated comments.
Such content may appear suddenly while children or adolescents browse educational
videos or accidentally click on them. These videos or links contain embedded messages
that can negatively impact children. Unfortunately, children will not know that these
videos are harmful to them. In this way, regardless of the advantages of the internet,
online activities, or YouTube videos, they become a grave danger to a child’s mentality and
behavior. They are also considered risky to childhood development as health problems
such as aggressive thoughts and feelings affect kids’ growth. This is due to some of the
videos having illegal and inappropriate content, such as child abuse, violence, gambling,
horror sounds, scary scenes, and abusive language. Such content is believed to be unsafe
for children if no control or monitoring is in place [24].

Therefore, in the last few years, Machine Learning (ML) [25–32], Deep Learning
(DL) [15,33–44], and Natural Language Processing (NLP) [45–55] researchers and scientists
have contributed to proposing methods, approaches, techniques, and tools to ensure the
safety of children on social media, particularly on online videos. Hence, this study aims
to conduct a Systematic Review (SR) to provide an overview of the existing methods,
tools, techniques, and approaches that were proposed or developed scholarly to protect,
prevent, and save kids from inappropriate or illegal video content. The main key stages
of conducting a systematic review are followed by the formulation of research questions,
identifying inclusion and exclusion criteria, identifying the source materials (electronic
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databases), study section, results, and summarization. This study answers three Research
Questions (RQs). They are:

RQ1: What are the issues and threats that kids encounter on YouTube videos?
RQ2: What are the existing methods, techniques, and approaches used to protect and
prevent inappropriate YouTube video content?
RQ3: What are the challenges in protecting kids from inappropriate content on YouTube videos?

To answer the RQs of this SR, the inclusion and exclusion criteria are identified as
follows: (1) Retrieved research papers and articles that are published in IEEE Xplore Digital
Library, ACM Digital Library, Springer database, Web of Science, Google Scholar, and
ScienceDirect electronic databases. (2) Research papers and articles are written in the
English language only. (3) The period of paper publication is between January 2016 and
December 2022. (4) Research papers and articles that are related to web videos and YouTube
videos from a cybersecurity perspective. (5) Papers that were published in conferences and
articles published in indexed databases. (6) Articles and papers that are relevant to machine
learning, deep learning, and cybersecurity, in general, which are relevant to computing or
information technology research areas. (7) Books, theses, and notes are excluded in this SR.

The rest of this article is organized as follows: Section 2 highlights the most important
definitions used in the SR, the impact of the YouTube video on kids, and the research area.
Section 3 presents the research methodology that is used in this research. The summariza-
tion of the existing approaches is explained in Section 4. The result and discussion of this
SR are demonstrated in Section 5. The conclusion of this article is included in Section 6.

2. Background

This section explains the main terminologies and definitions that are used in this SR and
relevant to the research area. Further, it illustrates the impact of YouTube videos on kids.

2.1. Terminologies and Definitions

These are some of the terminologies used in this SR. These terms are defined below:

• Social media networks:

Social media networks are a platform in which users can communicate together or
seek knowledge through the desired network on a daily basis.

• Inappropriate content for kids:

Content that is not suitable for younger audiences (kids) and inappropriate content
which is harmful to children are classified as inappropriate content, such as harassment,
nudity, violence, disturbing, terror, racist, and abusive language.

• Kids’ digital safety:

Digitally protecting children from inappropriate/harmful content online.

• YouTube platform:

A platform that provides video content to watch online. It consists of a broad spectrum
of content and is available for all ages and audiences throughout the internet.

• YouTube Kids:

A platform that produces content specifically for children to protect them from inap-
propriate online content.

• Kids:

“Kids” is the name of the age group that ranges from 2 to 12 years.

• Teenagers:

“Teenagers” is the name of the age group that ranges from 13 to 19 years.
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2.2. Impact of YouTube Videos on Kids

YouTube has become a go-to source of content for children and their parents because
it provides an infinite stream of videos that cater to user tastes regardless of age. With new
competitors appearing daily and using repetition, familiarity, and long strings of keywords
to place their videos in front of kids who are willing to spend hours clicking on whichever
thumbnails spark their attention, YouTube is leading the market for kid-oriented videos [56].
All children adore YouTube, whether it is for amusement, free academic assistance, or
tutorial videos. YouTube has established a foothold in children’s lives. However, YouTube
safety for children is a complex subject. Kids’ ability to browse videos on YouTube has great
advantages, but it also carries some danger of harm. The positive and negative impacts of
YouTube videos are as follows.

Pros:

1. Helps in upskilling: With the help of videos, you may learn to cook, do crafts, dance,
and even fix broken things. It is an excellent method to develop your skills and to
make use of your time effectively [57].

2. Fostering Creativity: Kids who are exploring the YouTube platform come across a
wide variety of content. YouTube provides users with a variety of solutions to the same
problems whenever they encounter them, fostering their creativity and broadening
their viewpoints [58].

3. An Academic Resource: YouTube is a fantastic resource for learning life skills, but it
is also useful for obtaining academic assistance. When your kid is struggling with
their homework, you can aid them by pointing them toward YouTube. However, be
sure to also familiarize them with the procedure for determining the credibility of the
sources [57].

Cons:

1. Exposure to Inappropriate Content: Children and teenagers have infantile minds
because they have not reached adulthood. Being exposed to things that are inappro-
priate for their age can have a negative impact on their way of thinking from a young
age. There is no monitoring of content on YouTube channels [56,57].

2. Consumption of Wrong Information: Young children are subjected to a plethora
of videos for entertainment and as a tool for learning new things. However, there
is no guarantee that the information supplied on these channels is correct. Any
misinformation can lead to problems in the future [56,57].

3. Creating False Projection: Even though we know the internet is a scam, we continue
to fall for it. The same thing happens with children who are drawn to YouTubers’
pompous lifestyles. This results in discontent and the formation of fake promises in
children [57].

3. Methods

This section presents the research methodology used to carry out a systematic review
of methods and approaches that are used to protect kids from inappropriate YouTube
content. It contains four main phases. They are the strategy of search, study selection, data
extraction, paper selection, and results, as shown in Figure 1.

3.1. Strategy of the Search Phase

This was the initial phase in the systematic review indicating the research papers that
are related to the computing research area in protecting kids from illegal or inappropriate
content on social media, especially through cybersecurity for kids and safer YouTube videos.
Some terms/keywords were identified: social media, YouTube, inappropriate content,
online safety, video content, YouTube, digital safety, online behavior, video analysis, audio
analysis, content analysis, child safety, social network security, cybersecurity, safe contains,
kids, child, children, parents, and early childhood. Such terms were used to review the
research articles and narrow the scope of research to make it easier to address research
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questions 1 and 2 and then select the relevant articles. In this stage, the pre-print research
has been excused, and all the SR inclusion and exclusion criteria were applied.
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3.2. Study Selection Phase

The source of databases was selected based on the relatedness of computer science and
information technology areas, namely, IEEE Xplore Digital Library (https://ieeexplore.ieee.
org/ (accessed on 15 March 2023)), ACM Digital Library (https://dl.acm.org/ (accessed on
15 March 2023)), Springer database, Web of Science (https://www.webofknowledge.com/
(accessed on 15 March 2023)), Google Scholar (https://scholar.google.es/ (accessed on 15
March 2023)), and ScienceDirect (https://www.sciencedirect.com/ (accessed on 15 March
2023)) database. The systematic search focuses on the research papers and articles published
in indexed conferences and journals from January 2016 to December 2022. Pre-print papers
were excluded, and the inclusion and exclusion criteria were applied. Table 1 and Figure 2
illustrate the number of research articles and the database sources, while Figure 3 shows
research articles per country.

Table 1. Research articles and databases.

Databases Found Candidate Selected

Google Scholar 144 42 24
IEEE Xplore 63 22 10

ACM 66 32 15
Springer 76 21 11

ScienceDirect 86 28 12

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/
https://dl.acm.org/
https://www.webofknowledge.com/
https://scholar.google.es/
https://www.sciencedirect.com/
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3.3. Data Extraction and Paper Selection Phase

This stage included three main stages: retrieved articles, initial selection, and se-
lected articles. The articles retrieved and downloaded were the research papers from the
mentioned databases without any pre-processing methods. The initial section in the data
extraction process began to filter the papers and select the most relevant ones to the scope
of this systematic review based on the inclusion and exclusion criteria (i.e., the title, abstract,
and keywords were read). The abstract is an important part of a paper that provides a
summary of the research, which helped us select the related and relevant research articles.
Additionally, in this stage, we skimmed the research papers in order to make accurate
decisions to include or exclude the research articles. Thus, some of the research articles
were excluded if they did not meet the inclusion and exclusion criteria addressed in the SR.

In addition, duplicate and non-relevant articles were removed. In the third stage, the
full text of the paper was retrieved to identify the methods, techniques, approaches, and
tools. In this stage, all the discussion between the team members was conducted to remove
any confusion or ambiguity in identifying the research articles. In addition, the initial idea
of how to categorize the research articles based on the existing approaches used scholarly
was identified. This categorization was used in the next phase.
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3.4. Results and Summarization Phase

This was the final phase in the SR. The process of summarization and categorization
of the existing methods was executed in this stage. The total number of relevant research
articles was 72. These articles were categorized into four main approaches: textual data
analysis, meta-data analysis, video frame analysis, and audio-based analysis.

Then, the research articles were summarized based on seven main aspects. First, was the
paper’s main objective. Second, the focus given to the approaches utilized: machine or deep
learning or content analysis focusing on statistics. Third, whether the researchers retrieved,
collected, and constructed their dataset from YouTube videos using YouTube API or other
used publicly available datasets. Fourth, this SR focused on the language utilized in applying
the experiment using it. Fifth was the type of methods or models that were used in the textual
data representation or meta-data collection/extraction frame analysis or audio conversion.
Sixth was the accuracy of the model performance. At the end of each approach, a critical
analysis was also highlighted, and then the future perspective was outlined.

4. Approaches and Existing Methods

This section demonstrates the findings of the SR and existing methods that are pro-
posed to detect or prevent inappropriate, illegal content on YouTube Kids. These methods
can be categorized into four methods: textual data analysis, meta-data analysis, video
frame analysis, and audio-based analysis, as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. An overview of existing methods for preventing inappropriate content on YouTube
video content.

All the aforementioned methods are carried out through two main approaches: AI
applied techniques—such as machine learning, deep learning, transfer learning, and com-
puter vision—and content analysis with a statistics approach. In the first approach, the
common phases that are used can be generalized as data preparation, data cleaning, an-
notation process, data pre-processing, feature extraction and representations, building
a machine deep learning model, model evaluation, and model performance analysis, as
shown in Figure 5. The second approach is based on content analysis and statistics that can
be collected from the meta-data of the YouTube videos.

In the data preparation phase, the data can be collected from targeted YouTube chan-
nels using the YouTube API or datasets that are available to the public. The form of the data
can be textual, meta-data of videos, audio, and image frames from YouTube videos. The
output of this phase is an initial dataset that is used in the next phase. In the second phase,
which is also known as data cleaning, if the data are extracted from YouTube channels, it is
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required to apply cleaning techniques such as noise or not-required data. After this phase,
the annotation process is required to be performed in order to label the data into binary
classes or multi-classes. The commonly used classes are “appropriate”, “inappropriate”,
“suitable”, and “distributing”, or 0 or 1. The output of this phase is a dataset that is used
as input for the machine/deep learning models in the next phase. In machine learning,
there are comment classifiers such as Naive Bayes (NB), Logistic Regression (LR), Decision
Tree (DT), Random Forest (RF), k-Nearest Neighbors (KNN), and Support Vector Machine
(SVM). While in deep learning, there are many proposed architectures, such as Convo-
lutional Neural Networks (CNN), Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN), Long Short-Term
Memory (LSTM), Bidirectional Long Short Term Memory (BiLSTM), or hybrid models of
two or more as well.
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Before using the model, there are features such as extraction and representation phases.
In this phase, there are several representation methods such as Bag of Words (BoW), Term
Frequency–Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF), word embedding, Word2Vec, GloVec,
FastText, and Bert. The output of this phase is used as input for the model. In addition
to the pre-processing steps, methods such as normalization, stemming, lemmatization,
and case folding can be used to clean the text. In building a machine learning model, the
dataset is divided into two parts—one for data training to train the model and one for data
testing to test the model’s performance in detecting inappropriate content. Before the final
phase, called model evaluation, several metrics can be used to evaluate the model, such as
accuracy, area under the curve (AUC), and F1-score. The final phase is the performance
analysis, which is used to compare the results and the discussion part.

4.1. Textual Analysis Approach (TA)

In this approach, the researcher attempts to detect videos that contain inappropriate
and abusive content. This can be performed by collecting the user comments or converting
the video manuscript to textual data through the transcribe method. Then, a dataset is
built with annotators to classify the user comments, or a publicly available dataset is used.
Then, several NLP techniques are utilized to analyze the contents and extract features of
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video from user-generated comments. Generally, uploaders or commenters publish this
content. Therefore, the existing methods focused on detecting, identifying, and tracking
unsafe videos or user comments that may impact users through analysis of the textual
information can be found in the user comments, as shown in Figure 6, video description,
or through analysis of the transcribed manuscript. In addition, researchers employ NLP
approaches such as sentiment analysis to detect inappropriate content in videos based
on user comments by extracting features. All the methods used in this approach rely on
machine learning, deep learning approaches, and transfer learning, and they utilize natural
language processing techniques.
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The machine learning approach is considered the traditional method, and early re-
search works were developed using ML classifiers. It uses inappropriate content on
YouTube videos as a supervised machine-learning classification problem. Therefore, many
classifiers such as NB, LR, DT, RF, KNN, and SVM were used. In addition, in all the existing
methods described in the literature, the NLP techniques are also used as pre-processing
steps, which helps in achieving high accuracy in identifying and detecting inappropriate
text. Ashraf et al. [25] introduced a new dataset called CAALDYC for detecting abusive
language on YouTube from user-generated comments based on the English language. This
dataset focuses on labels of abusive language on politics, religion, and others that were
annotated into abusive or non-abusive. These data were collected from 19 YouTube videos
from BBC, CNN, or TV, with approximately 2304 user comments and 6139 replies. Then,
they applied eight machine learning and deep learning classifiers using n-grams and GloVec
as feature representation. After carrying out several experiments, the best accuracy, 91.96%,
was achieved in terms of F1-score when using the Adaboost classifier with n-gram features
on the dataset with replies. For the comment dataset, the model achieved 87.87% and 89.86
in terms of accuracy using DT with n-gram and 1D-CNN + MP, respectively. However,
such a dataset is considered small.

Similarly, to detect and prevent inappropriate content on YouTube, Hani et al. [26]
used machine learning classifiers SVM and a neural network that employs the NLP method,
including n-grams as pre-processing steps. They use TFIDF as feature representation. An
experiment based on a publicly available dataset from the Kaggle website, which contains
12,773 comments collected from conversations and messages, while the experiments were
carried out on only 1608 as a balanced dataset for both classes was applied. Both models’
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accuracy reached 89.87% and 91.76% using SVM and neural networks, respectively. In the
same way, Alcântara et al. [27] used machine and deep learning in Portuguese and transcod-
ing methods to convert the videos into textual data. Then, these data were annotated into
two classes, namely offensive and non- offensive, using 400 videos. Machine learning,
deep learning, and transfer learning classifiers were applied. In addition to improving
model performance, they used different representation techniques such as n-grams, GloVec,
Word2Vec, and FastText. n-grams achieved the best results, and the F1-score reached 74%.
However, the size of the dataset is smaller and is not used for deep learning approaches. In
this approach, the model required more training to achieve higher accuracy.

In the same way as other researchers, they utilized machine learning classifiers using a
publicly available Arabic dataset collected from a YouTube video. Alsubait and Alfageh [28]
used three classifiers: multinomial NB, complement NB, and LR classifiers, to compare
their performance in automatically detecting cyberbullying in two different feature repre-
sentations using TFIDF and count vectorizer. The results show that LR outperforms the
other two classifiers in vectorizer, which achieved 78.6% in F1-score, while complement NB
recorded 78.5%. Mouheb et al. [29] used 25,000 user comments from YouTube and Twitter
and applied an NB classifier after several NLP pre-processing steps. The NB recorded
95% in terms of accuracy in detecting inappropriate information. The Bengali language
is used in [30,31], and Ahmed et al. [30] utilized classifiers SVM, LR, NB, and ensemble
methods (XGBoost). The dataset is based on the Bengali language collected from YouTube
user comments and other sources. They built three datasets—the first dataset consisted of
5000 Bengali texts, the second dataset consisted of 7000 randomized texts, and a combina-
tion of the two sets consisted of a total of 12,000 user comments. These were divided into
two classes: bullying and non-bullying based on the three datasets. Before, experiments
were carried out with several NLP tasks, which were performed to prepare the dataset for
ML and ensemble classifiers on three datasets. The model achieved an accuracy of 76%,
84%, and 80% using the first dataset with SVM, the second dataset with NB, and the third
dataset with NB. Awal et al. [31] applied NB in the Bengali language that was collected
from YouTube and translated from English language. The dataset had 2665 user comments
in the form of two classes: abusive and non-abusive. Ensemble methods [32] are used to
detect cyberbullying based on personality traits through collected user comments from
YouTube and applied the classifiers, which achieved 95% model accuracy.

All the aforementioned research is used to detect inappropriate content based on two
classes (binary classes), and there are research works made attentively by studying the
same issue from different perspectives. Therefore, the authors in [4,33–35] proposed a
variety of methods to detect inappropriate content in user comments by the affected range
of kids and examine URLs in user comments. The authors collected 3.7 million comments
posted on children’s videos. Then, in [33], the user comments were divided into five groups
based on age. They found that the group aged 13–17 was the most exposed to inappropriate
comments, followed by the 6–8 age group. In [4], Alshamrani et al. studied the presence
of inappropriate and malicious content in comments of YouTube videos targeting kids
and teenagers by investigating the existence of malicious and inappropriate URLs found
inside the comments posted. Among these comments, 8677 URLs were extracted using a
regular expression. Moreover, 107 various topic categories associated with these URLs were
extracted. The top ten categories included “Entertainment”, “Television”, “Streaming Media”,
“Society”, “Social Networking”, “News/Weather”, “Technology”, “Music”, “Hobbies”, and
“File Sharing”. The authors stated that the URLs in comments in videos targeting kids are
very likely to be blindly clicked. Finally, the authors checked the validity of a given URL by
accessing them and investigating the response of HTML requests.

Alshamrani et al. [35] studied the detection of toxic behaviors presented in YouTube
video comments and new video captions. They collected more than 7.3 million comments
posted in news videos and 10,000 captions on those videos. Two datasets were utilized
for training the ensemble classifier: Wikipedia Ground Truth and YouTube Ground Truth
datasets. The former dataset consists of 160,000 comments manually annotated, with
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15,294 labeled as toxic, 143,000 safe, 1405 hate, and 8449 obscene. The latter dataset was
manually annotated, which consisted of 5958 YouTube comments, with 1832 labeled as safe,
788 identified as hate, 2367 obscene, and 4126 toxic. The pre-processing of comments in-
cludes transforming words to numerical vectors using the pre-trained Word2Vec. The main
objective of this study was to detect and classify comments in terms of toxic behaviors. In
this way, a deep neural network ensemble model was used to classify comments into three
categories: obscene, toxic, and identity hate. Additionally, the association between toxic
behavior and extracted topics from their captions were identified with the topic modeling
using LDA. The authors examined the relationship between various toxic behaviors and
the content of news videos across 15 topics, demonstrating that the comments related to re-
ligion, violence, and crime topics were the highest rated of toxic behavior, while comments
related to the economy had the lowest rate of toxic behavior. Differently, AlHarbi et al. [36]
employed entropy, chi-square, and PMI to detect cyberbullying based on collected user
comments from YouTube and Twitter by using approximately 100,327 user comments. They
were classified into two classes: bullying and non-bullying, using three annotators. The
results show that PMI outperforms entropy and chi-square.

For the last few decades, this approach has been used by many researchers due to its
accuracy in detecting and identifying inappropriate content when using the deep learning
approach such as CNN, RNN, LSTM, BiLSTM, or hybrid models of two or more. Sometimes,
kids search for YouTube videos, and due to spelling mistakes, inappropriate videos appear
to them. On the other hand, Yenala et al. [37] examine complete sentences in a search on
YouTube, or any other social media platform, as sometimes obscene words are automatically
suggested to complete sentences. Additionally, the same concept is used in user conversion
when the application autocompletes sentences. They propose a novel method called
Convolutional Bi-Directional LSTM (C-BiLSTM) using a deep learning approach that can
be used in social media networks such as YouTube to filter inappropriate content during
the search process for videos. They introduced a novel dataset built from 79,041 user
comments. This is divided into two classes, namely clean and inappropriate. The hybrid
deep learning approaches are applied using CNN and LSTM with NLP methods such as
n-grams based on characters as input. They use BLSTM due to the length of comments,
approximately 200 words, considering the misspelling and performance of a check based
on the characters of the words. The model achieved 87% in terms of accuracy using C-
BiLSTM. Cunha et al. [38] utilize different deep learning architectures using CNN to detect
cyberbullying. This applies the sentiment assist concept based on YouTube user comments
to show the quality of the YouTube videos. Two videos with around 1000 user comments
are considered, and the user comments are annotated into three classes. The best model
performance that has been achieved is 84% in terms of accuracy.

The authors in [39,40] highlighted the importance of analyzing the content of videos
or movie scripts. Martinez et al. [39] propose a way of predicting violence in movies.
In this method, they use a dataset collected from 945 Hollywood movie scripts, which
are categorized into three groups based on the level of violence: low, medium, and high.
Pre-processing methods of NLP are then applied to extract the abusive features. They
experimented by using the SVM classifier and RNN, and several NLP methods to prepare
the dataset. The model performance achieved 60% in terms of accuracy. Chen et al. [40]
concentrate on online streaming video services and detecting bad words. They developed
a self-attention model to predicate the level of profanity based on sentence level using the
collected dataset of 150 K titles from different genres, and the model achieved 90.6% using
the self-attention model in terms of accuracy. In an effort to emphasize the existing unsafe
nature of the YouTube Kids channel, Gkolemi et al. [15] studied the new “made for kids”
feature. They were also the first to study the characteristics of YouTube accounts publishing
videos made for kids. They discovered that 25% of channels with suitable content are set to
“made for kids”, while only 3% of channels with inappropriate content are set as such. They
analyzed 27 different characteristics of channels and how these features are associated with
the type of channel and the content it publishes. Among these features are country and
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channel creation date, statistics such as subscriptions and video views, keywords and topics,
social media links, polarity, and sentiment of description. They applied several experiments
using MLC, such as NB, RF, LR, and Neural Net. The RF classifier outperformed them all
with an accuracy rate of 79%. It outperformed all the other classifiers in TPRate, Precision,
Recall, F1, and AUC. However, it struggled heavily in FPRate, scoring the lowest result
out of all the other classifiers. These experiments carried out on the dataset consisted of a
set of 2041 random videos from 1338 YouTube channels, which were then placed into two
categories: disturbing and suitable. In [41], Vishal Anand proposed a system in order to
identify inappropriate content on YouTube by using machine learning classifiers and deep
learning architectures. They started by building an offensive dictionary that contained
harsh terms that were used to retrieve YouTube videos through the YouTube API. It was
used to detect offensive YouTube comments and then rank them on a scale of 0–100%
for how inappropriate they were, based on the sentiment analysis concept. Their dataset
consisted of 20 k+ videos based on keywords and extracted all the critical information
available and categorized them into offensive and non-offensive. They applied several
experiments with various combinations of features sentiments from comments, thumbnail
images, text-based features, and video and frame-level features using SVM, CNN, LR,
and LSTM. The model achieved the highest accuracy, reaching 86.4% by using GRU and
Hierarchical Attention Network with GloVec. Dadvar and Eckert in [42] examined DL
models on different cyberbullying datasets collected from Twitter, Wikipedia, Formspring,
and YouTube. Additionally, they applied different feature representation methods through
embedding, such as SSWE and GloVec. The experiment shows that BLSTM with attention
models outperforms all other classifiers using the same datasets. The model accuracy
achieved is 96% using the YouTube dataset.

Mollas et al. [43] propose two datasets, one for binary classification, which consists
of 998 user comments collected from YouTube videos, while the other contains 433 user
comments of multi-classes. These datasets can be used for detecting inappropriate content.
To assess the proposed datasets, several ML classifiers LR, SVM, RF, and NB were used.
Additionally, Gradient Boosting, several deep learning architectures such as CNN and
BiLSTM, and transfer learning concepts such as BERT and DistilBERT were also used. The
best accuracy rate was achieved through DistilBERT, which reached 80%. In the same way,
Vasantharajan and Thayasivam [44] examined the detection of offensive content/speech
on YouTube based on textual data from multiple languages while concentrating on Tamil–
English. They used a public dataset extracted from 22,299 user comments on YouTube.
Then, they divided it into six classes: non-offensive, offensive—targeted–insult–individual,
offensive—targeted–insult–group, offensive—targeted–insult–other, offensive—untargeted,
and not-Tamil. The dataset is considered an imbalanced dataset. They applied it as a server
extensive experiment using multiple deep learning and transfer learning models from
HuggingFace, such as CNN-BiLSTM, mBERT-BiLSTM, DistilBERT, XLM-RoBERTa, and
ULMFiT. The best-performing model was ULMFiT, which had a recorded accuracy of 74%. In
addition, it was suggested that a fresh and adaptable method of selected transliteration and
translation procedures were to be used to obtain the most from assembling and fine-tuning.

In the approach of NLP, some researchers [58,59] used topic modeling approaches
to identify inappropriate content in YouTube videos. Obadimu et al. [58] applied Latent
Dirichlet Allocation to detect inappropriate content in YouTube user comments; 8276 pro-
NATO and 46,464 anti-NATO comments were collected from YouTube channels. The
user comments were given a score between 0 and 1 under five proposed classes: threats,
hate, sexually explicit, insults, and identity-based attack. They performed an analysis and
visualization for the frequency of the words. However, this only focused on the existing
issues and showed the data analysis. Additionally, Bhuiyan et al. [55] utilized sentiment
analysis to retrieve effective YouTube videos using SentiStrength. They collected and
analyzed around 1 million user comments from about 1000 YouTube videos in 10 categories.
Their methods achieved 75% in terms of accuracy. Differently, Reddy et al. [24] proposed a
restriction model when accessing a video to determine whether the user should watch the
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video or not based on age. The proposed restriction model is based on sentiment analysis
and age detection. The model captures a video stream from a webcam. Then, the photo
is captured from the stream. The captured images are pre-processed using grayscale in
the cv2 module. The cascade classifier is utilized to detect faces in the images. Once the
age detection phase is complete, the sentiment analysis model is applied to the comments
extracted from the given video.

Table 2 provides a summary of the existing methods in the literature that are used for
detecting and filtering inappropriate content in YouTube videos.

4.2. Meta-Data Analysis Approach

In this approach, two types of methods have been used, namely, meta-data content
analysis and content analysis through statistics. In the meta-data content analysis method,
researchers attempt to detect and filter inappropriate YouTube videos by analyzing the
meta-data of the YouTube videos, such as video title or description, subtitle, rating, number
of views, likes, and dislikes as shown in Figure 7. In content analysis through statistics,
researchers use a concept of analysis of the video content through surveys or watching
videos to determine whether the video is safe or not.
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Ribeiro et al. [60] analyzed 330,925 videos to carry out an inspection regarding user
radicalization on YouTube. These videos were posted on 349 channels that fall under one
of these four categories: Alt-lite, Alt-right, Media, and Intellectual Dark Web (IDW). The
meta-data, posted comments, and channel recommendations were collected for each video.
The analysis presented in [60] includes an inspection of the intersection of commenting
users and showed that there is significant user migration in the studied communities. The
authors proposed a recommendation algorithm to investigate more than two million videos
and claimed that the Alt-right videos are only accessible through channel recommendation,
while Alt-lite is simply accessible from the IDW channel.
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Table 2. Comparative study among existing methods.

Author(s) Language Classes Size Representation Classifiers Accuracy

Ashraf et al. [25] English abusive or non-abusive

2304 comments GloVec
LR, MLP, RF, NB, DT,

Adaboost, VotingClassifier,
CNN, LSTM

87.87% using DT (n-gram)

29 YouTube
TF-IDF 89.86% using CNN + MP with

GloVec
n-grams 91.96% using Adaboost

Hani et al. [26] English cyberbullying
1608 comments TFIDF

SVM 92.8% using neural network
non-cyberbullying Neural network 90.3% using SVM

Alcântara et al. [27] Portuguese

non offensive

400 videos

n-grams NB

74% using BERT

Word2Vec, FastText,
Wang2Vec, and GloVec

LR
RN

offensive
Transcode CNN

Video description LSTM
Transfer learning (BERT,

ALBERT)

Alsubait and Alfageh [28] Arabic
positive 15,000 user comments TFIDF NB 78.6% LR (BoW)
negative BoW LR 78.5% NB (TFIDF)

Mouheb et al. [29] Arabic bullying and non-bullying 25,000 user comments N/A NB 95%

Ahmed et al. [30] Bengali bullying and non-bullying Three datasets (5000, 7000,
and 12,000) user comments TFIDF

NB Dataset 1, 76% using SVM
SVM Dataset 2, 84% using NB
LR Dataset 3, 80% NBXGBoost

Awal et al. [31] English abusive
2665 user comments BOW NB 80.57%non abusive

Balakrishnan t al. [32] English bullying and non-bullying 5152 user comments N/A
RF 97% using Adaboost

AdaBoost

Alshamrani et al. [33,34] English toxic, obscene, insult, threat
and identity hate 3.7 million comments

Word2Vec
DNN

In [29], most affected age 13–17 years
GloVec In [30], examine inappropriate URLs

Alshamrani et al. [35] English toxic, obscene, identity hate 7.3 million comments
(14,506) Word2Vec

LDA Found 69% videos contains
inappropriate contentDNN

AlHarbi et al. [36] Arabic bullying and non-bullying 100,327 user comments BoW
PMI

Average F1 81%Entropy
Chi-Square

Yenala et al. [37] English

inappropriate

79,041 user query word embedding

SVM

89% F1 using C-BiLSTM
CNN

clean
LSTM

BiLSTM
C-BiLSTM
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Table 2. Cont.

Author(s) Language Classes Size Representation Classifiers Accuracy

Cunha et al. [38] Portuguese
positive

2000 user comment BoW CNN 84%negative
neutral

Martinez et al. [39] English low, medium, high 945 movie scripts TFIDF SVM 60% using RNN (GRU)
word2vec RNN

Chen et al. [40] N/A
profane

150 K titles of video streams TFIDF
DistilBERT

90.6%non profane Self-attention model

Gkolemi et al. [15] N/A disturbing and suitable 2041 videos
Features extraction

NB, RF, LR and Neural Net 79% using RF
Statistics

Anand et al. [41] English offensive and non-offensive 20,000 videos

TFIDF LR 86.4% using

GloVec SVM GUR + Hierarchical Attention
Network

Fast Text
CNN

67.70% using SVMLSTM
GUR + Hierarchical
Attention Network

Dadvar and Eckert [42] English bullying and non-bullying

Formspring 12,000
GloVec

CNN, LSTM, BiLSTM
96% using BLSTM with

attention models (YouTube
dataset)

Wikipedia 10,000
Twitter 16,000

SSWEYouTube 54,000

Mollas et al. [43] English

ishate vs. nohate (binary)
998 user comments

TFIDF

SVM
80% using Distil BERTNB

(multi-label) LR
violence, directed vs.

generalized, gender, race,
national origin, disability,

sexual orientation, religion)

433 (multi-label)

RF 66.94% using RF
Distil BERT

LSTM 66.43% using SVM
BiLSTM

Vasantharajan and
Thayasivam [44] Tamil–English

non-offensive, offensive—
targeted–insult–individual,
offensive—targeted–insult–

group,
offensive—targeted–insult–

other, and
offensive—untargeted,

non-Tamil

22,299 user comments GloVec

CNN-BiLSTM,
mBERT-BiLSTM,

DistilBERT, XLM-RoBERTa,
and ULMFiT

74% using ULMFiT

Obadimu et al. [58] English
threats, insults, hate,
sexually explicit, and
identity-based attack

8276 (pro-NATO)
Based on score

Analysis and visualization
using word cloud46,464 (anti-NATO)
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Nicoll and Nansen [61] studied toy-unboxing videos to investigate children’s partic-
ipation on YouTube. In toy-unboxing videos, children record themselves reviewing and
unboxing toys. The authors analyzed the content of 100 toy-unboxing videos to investi-
gate the children’s place in the genres of YouTube. Five categories of these videos were
considered: genre, narration, production, product, and branding. The findings in this
research indicate that children’s production patterns as amateur producers of content are
formed by the standardized and common conventions of video genres. In addition, the
main findings in the research indicate that there is a relationship between amateur and
professional unboxing videos with respect to the methods of filming, editing, narrating, and
producing. The authors argued that the mimesis concept is beneficial for attaining insight
into a video’s popularity among young YouTubers and the collective waves of imitation.

Through different approaches to protect and monitor kids on YouTube videos, some
researchers focus on the recommendation applications that appear during the videos,
along with the inclusion of inappropriate content through advertisements. Liu et al. [23]
conducted a search for inappropriate YouTube advertisements or ads for short. They
analyzed the advertising patterns of 24.6 K diverse YouTube videos appropriate for young
children and found that 9.9% of the 4.6 K unique advertisements shown on these videos
contain inappropriate content for young children. Moreover, Liu et al. perceived that
26.9% of all the 24.6 K appropriate videos included at least one inappropriate ad for
young children. Ferreira and Agante [62] emphasized the issue of advertisement and video
recommendations by using YouTube Kids video data in social media marketing. In addition,
they studied how such strategies affect kids’ health. Such skippable and non-skippable
advertisements appear frequently during the run time of videos.

Similarly, Feller and Burroughs [63] investigated the evolving transformation in adver-
tising and digital media industries targeting kids through YouTube. The analysis showed
companies’ strategic use of the media industry and their expertise to transform YouTube
stars into global brands. PocketWatch was utilized as a case study and discussed the
advertising department formed by PocketWatch to exploit kids’ partners by creating ad-
vertising based on setting practices and those that cause problems. The study shows how
governmental regulation and policy changes affect the development and growth of digital
media that targeted kids and act as commercial forces that caused an increase in the number
of kids that transitioned from YouTube stars to brands.

In the same manner, Tan et al. [64] examined food ads targeting children on YouTube in
Malaysia. SocialBlade.com was utilized to identify the most common 250 YouTube videos
targeting children. The ads that appeared while watching these videos were analyzed.
The number of ads detected in these videos was 187. Moreover, 38% of these ads were
food and beverage. Of those, 56.3% promoted non-core foods. The finding from the
analysis showed that the most popular marketing techniques utilized were taste appeal,
novelty, the use of animation, fun appeal, use of promotional characters, price, and health
and nutrition benefits. The outcome of the conducted analysis was that unhealthy food
ads are the dominant content targeting children on YouTube. Similarly, Araceli Castelló-
Martínez and Tur-Viñes [65] highlighted the connections among the advertising done by
food brands, practices on YouTube, and child obesity in the Latino demographic. They
analyzed and compared advertising by food brands on television with videos by child
YouTubers (influencing) in Spanish. A content analysis of 304 videos was used to undertake
an exploratory study, with 12 factors divided into two categories: the prevalence of ultra-
processed versus healthy products in advertising and the marketing approach. The results
draw attention to the growth of hybrid media forms, as well as significant differences in
the strategies used by brands and young YouTube stars. The results highlight the lack
of content advertising warnings directed at young people. Because these media outlets
have such a great influence over a vulnerable audience such as children, it is urged that
they assume more accountability. It showed that food brands were targeting children with
advertisements for foods with low nutritional value that can be harmful, take a toll on a
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child’s health, and cause obesity. They disguise themselves by evoking joyful and cheerful
emotions, when really it is just a scheme from which the food brand can benefit.

Pattier [66] provided insights regarding the use of YouTube videos as educational
resources for children and investigated the factors that affect how they may be successfully
used by educators. In this regard, 41 educational YouTube channels in Spain were utilized
to examine various aspects of the creation of content. These aspects included: video
structure, editing, recording, “edutuber” personality, social media usage, and statistics.
The analysis of these YouTube channels showed that the science channels acquire more
subscribers than other types. In addition, the study claimed that the science channels were
very prolific in production, as the number of videos uploaded in one week ranged from
one to two. Moreover, few science videos were created by content creators compared to
their counterparts in other educational video areas.

Yeo et al. [67] stated that the content of videos is not restricted by federal policy,
especially on free video platforms. The authors identified the ten most popular kids’
channels on YouTube for content analysis. Five videos with the highest view counts were
watched to ensure that these videos were child-directed. The duration of ads and the
proportion of inappropriate ads in these videos were noted. They concluded that the total
number of ads in the 50 videos was 286. The sidebar ads were the most popular ones at
41.6%, followed by pre-roll ads at 16.8%, banner ads at 14.7%, interstitial ads at 14.3%, and
post-video ads at 12.6%. This study was limited to English-language videos.

Araújo et al. in [68] studied the effect of advertisements posted on services targeting
kids on YouTube and investigated the demographics of users. To achieve this, data from
12,848 videos were collected from 24 channels in Brazil and 17 channels in the UK and the
USA. The collected data included video statistics, comments, and replies. The number of
comments collected from these channels was more than 14 million. The authors utilized a
free tool for face recognition and text analysis to identify the race, gender, and age of users
and to characterize their behavior. Moreover, Named Entity Recognition (NER), with the
assistance of video meta-data, was used to extract entities such as brands, products, names,
etc. The sentiment analysis concept was used to retrieve the public perception of videos
published by analyzing the comments. The children’s activities were identified, and this
showed that the minimum age of kids utilizing the YouTube platform is 13 years. The study
illustrates that the proportion of Black users was very small when compared to Asian and
White users.

Baldwin et al. [69] examined the impact of online behavior and social media on un-
healthy food consumption by children. The authors carried out an online survey targeting
ten- to sixteen-year-old children. The number of children invited to participate in the
questionnaire was 582, and 417 responses were received. The analysis of these responses
showed that 304 children utilized social networking platforms. Fifty-two children stated
watching their favorite food brands on social media ads. Additionally, 25 children reported
that food brands are seen in social media hashtags. The number of children that watched
YouTube was 329. The main finding of this study was that consuming unhealthy foods and
beverages is closely associated with social media behavior. Owing to watching YouTube
ads, children were encouraged to purchase unhealthy food.

Tur-Viñes et al. [70] identified young influencer practices on YouTube and the existence
of brands in the posted content. To achieve this, the authors selected the top five most-
subscribed channels targeting children. For each selected channel, the five most-viewed
videos were selected to conduct content analysis, and each video lasted up to 15 min.
Several aspects were studied, and each of them consisted of indicators. These aspects were:
promotion related to viewers’ participation, interaction type, speaking style, editing content
complexity, brand content analysis, and the usage of an introduction and outroduction.

Papadamou et al. in [18] proposed a classifier with the ability to recognize inappro-
priate and unsuitable content intended for kids on YouTube. The authors collected and
reviewed child-oriented videos manually and labeled them into one of four categories:
suitable, irrelevant, restricted, and disturbing. The collected dataset included 1513 suitable,
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419 restricted, 929 disturbing, and 1936 irrelevant videos. The authors collapsed the initial
labels of the videos into two categories to distinguish inappropriate from appropriate
videos and obtain an accurate classifier. To detect disturbing videos, a deep learning
classifier was developed aiming to enhance the performance compared to the baseline
models. Several features were utilized in the developed classifier, including title, tags,
thumbnail images, statistical meta-data, and style features. The proposed classifier attained
an accuracy of 84.3%. The performance obtained in the developed classifier is still lower
than the desired performance, but this reflects the similarity between disturbing, restricted,
and suitable videos. It was found that content creators attempted to upload disturbing
videos with characteristics similar to the kind of child-oriented videos.

Researchers used techniques that utilized a meta-data or content analysis of the
YouTube video, as demonstrated in Table 3. In the meta-data approach, they used meta-
information, description, and textual attributes of the video. Some of these features include
information published by the video uploaders/publishers. Therefore, such features are not
sufficient and not accurate enough to filter an inappropriate YouTube video. This is due to
such information being provided by the video uploader. Thus, the video uploader will not
include terms that refer to unsafe or inappropriate content of the video. In addition, the
recommended algorithm and content analysis approach of the YouTube platform suggest a
similar video for kids and is usually used in brand and food advertisements.

Table 3. Comparative study on meta-data analysis.

Author(s) Dataset Language Parameters Class(s) Finding

Papadamou et al.
[18] 4797 N/A

title, tags, thumbnail images,
statistical meta-data, and style

features

Suitable, irrelevant,
restricted, and

disturbing

Proposed DL classifier
using LSTM, accuracy

84%

Ribeiro [60] 330,925 videos English number of subscribers and
views, comments captions

Alt-lite Proposed
recommendation

algorithm

Alt-right
Media
IDW

Nicoll and
Nansen [61] 100 videos N/A statistics analysis

Genre, narration,
production, product,

branding

Analyzing children’s
toy-unboxing videos

Ferreira and
Agante [62] N/A N/A analysis of the existing

regulation N/A Strategies affect kids’
health

Tan et al. [64] 250 videos N/A watching videos Calculating the
advertising in videos

Advertising about
unhealthy foods

Castelló-Martínez
and Tur-Viñes [65] 304 videos Spanish watching videos Content analysis

Food brands
marketing through

YouTube

Pattier [66] 41 channels Spain

statistics using SPSS,
parameters country, number of
subscribers, number of views,

knowledge area

Structuring, editing,
recording, edutuber
personality, social
media usage, and

statistics

Analysis YouTube
channel (educational
channels of sciences)

Yeo et al. [67] 5 videos English watching videos
Calculating the
duration of the

advertising

Inappropriate
advertising during

watching video

Araújo et al. [68] 12,848 videos English list of channels, video statistics,
comments, and replies Content analysis Impact of advertising

Baldwin et al. [69] 417 responses N/A purchasing unhealthy food
online Survey response Survey about advs. on

YouTube

Ishikawa et al. [71] 5 channels Spanish watching videos Content analysis Presence of brands on
YouTube videos

4.3. Video Frame Analysis Approach

Video content analysis is concerned with the extraction of meta-data from raw video
to be utilized as features in applications such as event detection, tracking, search, clas-
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sification, and summarization. It has gained much attention in recent years because of
rapid advances in artificial intelligence and deep learning techniques. Furthermore, several
studies investigated specific video content classification that could be used for classify-
ing content appropriate for children. For example, violent scenes could be automatically
detected by the presence of gunshots, blood, explosions, hate speech, alcohol, drug, and
aggressive human actions such as hitting, kicking, punching, slapping, and screaming in
audio or video signals. In this approach, researchers gave more attention to detecting and
filtering inappropriate YouTube videos that can impact kids by extracting the image frame
from the video. Then, features that contain inappropriate content for kids are extracted.
Following is a detailed review of recent related work on video content analysis for detecting
inappropriate content in videos.

Ishikawa et al. [71] developed deep learning-based approaches for automatically
extracting discriminative space–temporal information for filtering ”Elsagate” content from
disturbing cartoons. They extracted the static information from the videos by sampling one
frame per second, and the temporal information was extracted from MPEG motion vectors.
Four different deep learning architectures—SqueezeNet, MobileNetV2, GoogLeNet, and
NASNet—were evaluated on a public dataset for ”Elsagate” classification problems. After
processing static and motion data using an SVM classifier, late fusion was finally applied,
yielding independent classification scores that were combined to create a single score for
the final classification. They claim that when applying transfer learning from ImageNet,
NASNet performed better and was a more effective feature extractor.

A video-based detection system was developed by Borg et al. [72]. It utilized a
YOLOv3 CNN with automatic feature extraction and an RNN to extract temporal infor-
mation included in videos. They explained how their method may be utilized for both
video-level labeling and localizing pornographic content inside videos. They outline an
effective technique for locating sexual items inside pornographic video segments and
explain how the categories of sexual objects found could be used to determine the intensity
(or “harmfulness”) of the pornographic content.

Yousaf and Nawaz [17] proposed a deep-learning model to detect and classify inappro-
priate video content. The efficientNet-B7 model based on CNN is utilized to extract video
textual descriptions to feed them to a BiLSTM network, which then classifies videos. The
authors manually collected a dataset by searching popular video cartoon names through
the YouTube API; irrelevant videos were then filtered out, which resulted in 1126 videos.
These videos were split into one-second duration clips, and each of them was manually an-
notated into safe, sexual–nudity, or fantasy violence classes. The total number of annotated
video clips was 111,561, including 27,003 clips belonging to the sexual–nudity class and
26,650 clips belonging to the fantasy violence class. The experimental results showed that
the proposed Efficient Net-BiLSTM with 128 hidden units performed well, outperforming
other variants of models, including Efficient Net-FC, Efficient Net-SVM, Efficient Net-KNN,
Efficient Net-Random Forest. The authors performed experiments to investigate the impact
of the attention mechanism on the performance of the proposed Efficient Net-BiLSTM. The
outcomes of the experiments with attention mechanism showed that the proposed Efficient
Net-BiLSTM with 128 hidden units without attention mechanism outperformed Efficient
Net-BiLSTM with attention mechanism-based models with hidden units 64, 128, 256, and 512.

Garcia et al. [73] developed an application based on skin tone detection filters and a
pixel-based approach to identifying pornographic videos and images. With the nudity de-
tection algorithm serving as the system’s foundation, the video frames were pre-processed,
segmented, and categorized to analyze skin-colored pixels in YCbCr space and then clas-
sified as non-skin or skin pixels. The percentage of skin pixels relative to frame size is
calculated to be part of the mean baseline that determines whether the files are nude and
filters them. A total of 1239 multi-media files were collected from the Web, with 253 videos
and 986 images. Using the supplied dataset, the application achieved an accuracy of 80.23%
and a precision of 90.33%.
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Singh et al. [74] proposed KidsGUARD, a fine-grained technique for detecting sparsely
distributed child-unsafe content. They used VGG16 CNN, which was pre-trained on
approximately 1.3 million ImageNet data as the model learned to classify each image into
one of 1000 groups. They used VGG16 to extract a feature vector from the frame; further, the
encoded video representations are fed into the LSTM classifier to detect sparse child-unsafe
video content. To test their method, they created a dataset of 109,835 video clips that were
specifically filtered for child-unsafe content. They achieved a high precision of 80% and a
recall of 81% and found that deep learning approaches outperformed baseline encodings
such as Vector of Locally Aggregated Descriptors (VLAD) and Fisher Vector (FV) methods
in detecting child-unsafe video content.

Kushal et al. [75] suggested KidsTube, another approach for the detection of child-
unsafe content and its promoters. They employed two techniques: a deep learning-based
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) algorithm that uses video frames and supervised
classification, which makes use of several video-level, comment-level, and user-level fea-
tures. For video frame analysis, to detect the different images in a video frame, the CNN
was implemented. The CNN-based technique selected crucial frames that exhibited abrupt
or gradual changes based on the visual similarity of the adjacent frames in the video. Frame
similarity was determined by utilizing the descriptive effectiveness of the Hue, Saturation,
and Value (HSV) and Speeded-Up Robust Features (SURF) histogram descriptors. An accu-
racy of 74% was achieved with CNN based approach, and with supervised classification,
they obtained an accuracy of 84%. Further, to identify the community of safe and unsafe
content promoters, a network-based approach was applied.

Bhatti et al. [76] designed and implemented an Explicit Content Detection (ECD)
system Safe for Work (NSFW) or not suitable media image or video content. The strategy
was built on methods for image processing, skin tone detection, and pattern recognition.
The image was first transformed using the YCbCr color scheme to identify various objects
that were not of relevance. Second, the image’s skin tone detection threshold was calculated
to filter out different image segments. To identify whether or not an image contains
pornographic content, the image explicitness probability was computed. The images were
sent to the ECD-CNN model, which was implemented using the CafeNet deep learning
framework [77], for classification into explicit and non-explicit images.

A multi-modal deep learning classifier was developed by Chuttur et al. [78] to detect
inappropriate cartoon videos for kids. For image analysis, they used the output from
VGGNet, and for text analysis, they used the output from LSTM. The VGGNet network
is used to identify cartoon image characters, and the LSTM network is utilized to analyze
user comments and closed captions related to a video. The VGGNet model was trained and
tested on a manually annotated image dataset of 6000 cartoon characters, while the LSTM
model was trained and evaluated on a dataset consisting of around 290,000 labeled text
records. The LSTM network had a testing accuracy of 94%, whereas the VGGNet network
had a testing accuracy of 99%.

Tahir et al. [21] created a deep-learning architecture to detect inappropriate video
platform content. Their dataset includes over 1000 videos with violent, fake, or explicit
content. They used frame histograms to represent visual features of video frames and
cosine-distance between successive frames to detect changes in scenes when processing
data. They used a VGG19 pre-trained CNN that had been trained on ImageNet to extract
features. The classification model was fed with three different types of features: frame
features, movement features, and audio features. Frame features were extracted by running
them through a pre-trained CNN, and they noticed that fake videos looked different than
real ones. For movement features, the difference in movement characteristics between
fake and real cartoon characters was quite noticeable. The characters in a fake cartoon
barely move their limbs. Their motion was jerky and hard, so features related to character
movement are critical for the CNN model. To extract audio features, each frame’s audio
spectrogram was passed through the CNN, and its output was recorded. Almost all of the
fake and explicit videos had little or no audio. All three—audio, movement, and frame
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features—were fed to the VGG19 CNN and LSTM models for classification into violent,
fake, or inappropriate video content. They achieved an accuracy of more than 90%.

De Freitas et al. [79] presented a multi-modal (audio and image features) architecture
based on Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) for detecting inappropriate scenes in
video files. Image features were extracted using InceptionV3 as the visual backbone, and
audio features were extracted using VGG as the audio backbone. Image features were
scaled to a size of 1024 by PCA, and audio was scaled to 128 sizes by PCA. Finally, the
image and audio embeddings were concatenated to form the final video embeddings with
1152 dimensions. The video embeddings were then fed into a Support Vector Machine
for classification. Appropriate classes received an F1-score of 98.95%, while inappropriate
classes received an F1-score of 98.94%.

Khan et al. [80] proposed multi-media content detection techniques for detecting
violent content in videos. Initially, key frames were extracted by comparing histogram
differences between successive frames. The SIFT feature extraction technique was used
to identify unique interest points. The SIFT descriptors were then vectorized using the
Gaussian mixture model and Fisher vector encoding. For classification, Spectral Regression–
Kernel Discriminant Analysis (SR-KDA) was used. SIFT features encoded with Fisher
vector and SR-KDA correctly classified images containing specific violent content, and an
accuracy of 97% was obtained.

Alghowinem [2] proposed a multi-modal fusion of audio acoustic, audio transcripts,
and video frame methods as an additional layer of content filtering for detecting violent
scenes in YouTube videos. The thin-slicing theory was used to extract frames from videos,
where several one-second slices were selected randomly from the clip and extracted. The
use of a one-second slice ensured that content was analyzed both temporally and in real
time. As a pre-processing step for feature extraction, the extracted video slices were
segmented into image frames and treated as key frames. Furthermore, CNN, BoVW, and
TRoF were used to detect violent scenes. Acoustic features such as spectrograms, MFCCs,
and energies were fed into deep neural networks, Gaussian mixture models, and ensemble
classifiers, with the best classification results used. The audio was automatically transcribed
and analyzed for each slice using automatic speech recognition techniques. Table 4 shows
investigated research that falls under this approach.

Researchers proposed two types of approaches for detecting inappropriate content
in videos. For instance, the authors in [2,17,21,71,72,74,75,78,79] attempted to extract key
frames from videos for extracting significant features and use them to build machine learn-
ing classifiers using deep learning and transfer learning techniques. Transfer learning
techniques like NASNet, Efficient Net-BiLSTM, ResNet 50, InceptionV3, and VGGNet were
applied and outperformed YOLOv3 CNN, RNN, and LSTM deep learning techniques.
The performance of transfer learning techniques was better when compared to traditional
machine learning and deep learning techniques in terms of speed and performance because
the models used knowledge (features, weights, and so on) from pre-trained models that
have already been trained to recognize the features. Pre-trained networks were more
efficient than training neural networks from scratch. The second category of video frame
analysis is based on computer vision techniques [73,76,80], in which handcrafted features
were extracted by combining SIFT feature descriptors and segmentation techniques with
traditional machine learning classification algorithms such as Support Vector Machines to
detect skin and non-skin regions. It was also discovered in [80] that computer vision tech-
niques combined with CNN and ResNet50 deep learning techniques performed efficiently
in detecting inappropriate content in video frames.
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Table 4. Comparative study on video frame analysis.

Author(s) Dataset Method(s) Class Accuracy

Alghowinem [2] YouTube videos CNN, BoVW, TRoF
hate speech, violence,

complex language, sexual
references, drug, and alcohol

N/A

Ishikawa et al. [71] Elsagate videos NASNet
sensitive

92%non-sensitive

Borg et al. [72] Videos YOLOv3 CNN, RNN 19 categories 87%

Yousaf and Nawaz [17] Cartoon videos Efficient Net-BiLSTM
safe

95%unsafe

Garcia et al. [73] Videos, Images YCbCr, Threshold
skin

80%non-skin

Singh et al. [74] ImageNet VGG 16, LSTM safe
81%unsafe

Kaushal et al. [75] Cartoon videos CNN
safe

74%unsafe

Bhatti et al. [76] Videos YCbCr, ECD-CNN,
ResNet 50

explicit
95%non-explicit

Chuttur et al. [78] Cartoon images and
labeled text

VGGNet appropriate 99%
LSTM inappropriate 94%

Tahir et al. [21] Cartoon videos
VGG19 violent, fake, or

inappropriate 90%LSTM

De Freitas et al. [79] Videos InceptionV3, VGG, SVM
appropriate F1-score

inappropriate 98.95%
98.94%.

Khan et al. [80] Cartoons SIFT, SR-KDA violent
97%non-violent

4.4. Audio Content Analysis Approach

Some researchers have attempted to use an audio content analysis that might be
an important addition to the video material that helped determine whether a video is
suitable for children through transcription analysis/transcribed text. The sound language
and auditory cues were both present in a video’s signal. Automatic speech recognition
algorithms were utilized to extract the linguistic component of an audio source using
NLP methods. Alghowinem in [2] claimed that the content filtering approaches that were
based on meta-data attributes were not appropriate. Therefore, real-time content filtering is
proposed to keep undesired content from kids. Their method relies on analyzing video and
audio content to add more restricted filtrating. The collected videos were annotated into
two classes: appropriate and inappropriate for kids. The thin-slicing theory was utilized
to extract audio and image frames in order to reduce computational time and resources.
The audio was passed to automatic speech recognition techniques for linguistic content
analysis. Additionally, the audio signal was analyzed to extract scenes and events. The
image frames were analyzed to detect and avoid appropriate scenes. Several features were
extracted from each image frame, including color, shapes, objects, and motion features. The
proposed method utilized a fusion of three modalities (video, audio, and text transcription
from audio) in order to increase the performance of the classification process.

Ali and Senan [81] proposed deep neural network models to detect and classify the
violent content appearing in videos. The purpose of their study was to examine the impact
of several deep network architectures with different numbers of hidden layers and hidden
nodes. These architectures were implemented based on the try-error method to assess the
effect of the number of hidden layers and hidden nodes on the classification performance.
The VSD2014 dataset was used in the experiments, where 86 videos with 434 attributes
(features) were selected. Among these features, eight of them were chosen to represent
audio features: Amplitude Envelope (AE), Zero-Crossing Rate (ZCR), Root-Mean-Square
Energy (RMS), Band Energy Ratio (BER), Frequency Bandwidth (BW), Spectral Centroid
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(SC), Spectral Flux (SF) and Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC). On the other
hand, four visual features were selected, namely Local Binary Patterns (LBP) with 144-
dimensional, Color-Naming Histogram (CNH) with 99-dimensional, Color Moments (CM)
with 81-dimensions and Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) with 81-dimensions. The
experimental results show that deep neural networks reached an accuracy score of less
than 60%, indicating that many improvements were needed.

Hou et al. [82] proposed a bloody video detection system based on audio–visual
feature fusion. The authors utilized ResNet and bidirectional LSTM (bi-LSTM) in order to
extract static images and temporal and spatial features. The ResNet-50 model was utilized
to detect static image characteristics from the bloody videos. The resultant feature maps
were passed into the bi-LSTM model. The process of extracting audio features consisted of
passing the original waveform of audio into the CNN model. The output of the trained
CNN model grouped the audio data into either bloody or non-bloody classes. The authors
then proposed the idea of feature fusion by introducing an audio–visual feature fusion layer
and passing them to the sigmoid activation function for classification purposes. Owing
to the lack of bloody video dataset availability, the authors collected 50 bloody videos on
YouTube and collected non-bloody video samples from the MediaEval 2015 dataset. The
conducted experiments showed that the fusion-based model outperformed the audio-based
and visual-based classifiers. The fusion-based model attained an accuracy of 95% taking
advantage of combining the visual and audio features into the same feature maps.

Chaudhari et al. [83] proposed an automated approach to tackle disrespectful content
in videos. The input to the proposed system is a video, and the audio was extracted
from the given video. The extracted audio was converted into text using speech-to-text
techniques in order to find violent and disrespectful words. The video and audio segments
were collected from the beginning until the end of the time segment to consider all words in
the audio during analysis. These segments were passed to the detection algorithm to detect
profane content and then fed to the face detection algorithm. The lip detection algorithm
was then applied to detect lips between profane segments in order to apply the lip-blur
algorithm. In other words, the segment of the video that contained disrespectful content
was replaced with muted audio, and the speaker’s lips were pixelated using the Gaussian
blur to prevent lip reading.

Aren et al. [84] implemented an unprecedented exploration into the large-scale dis-
covery of recurring audio events in a diverse corpus, where results were promising. Their
idea is to apply a streaming, non-parametric clustering algorithm to both spectral features
and out-of-domain audio embeddings. They use a small collection of manually annotated
audio events to estimate the intrinsic clustering performance. Additionally, in order to
provide a valuable technique for unsupervised active learning, they show the benefit of the
discovered audio event clusters in weakly supervised learning and informative activity
detection. They use weakly supervised learning to exploit the association of video-level
meta-data and cluster occurrences to temporally localize audio events. In addition, they
use informative activity detection to estimate the semantic saliency of a cluster based on
the corpus statistics of the discovered event clusters.

Krithika et al. [85] studied the interaction between YouTube Kids video content and
automatic speech recognition systems. They found that existing state-of-the-art automatic
speech recognition systems may produce text content highly inappropriate for kids while
transcribing YouTube Kids’ videos. They used a set of audios for which the well-known
automatic speech recognition systems generate inappropriate content for kids. In addition,
they showed that some of these errors can be resolved using language models.

5. Results and Discussion

This section discusses the analysis and answers the addressed research questions of
this SR. It explores and analyzes the recent techniques that are used for children’s safety
by detecting or filtering inappropriate content in kids’ YouTube videos. This is performed
through the collection, exploration, and analysis processes of the existing methods, tech-
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niques, and approaches in the literature review from January 2016 to December 2022. In
this SR, 72 research articles were analyzed, which are related to its objectives. The findings
of this SR answer the research questions that were formulated. These RQs are as follows:

RQ1: What are the issues and threats that kids encounter on YouTube?

Through the analysis process of the relevant research articles concerned with kids’
digital safety in this SR, we found that researchers from different disciplines have captured
attention concerning this issue and how social media platforms influence children in
various ways, such as mental health [86–96], food and beverage marketing [3,64,69,97–103],
cyberbullying [104–111], and childhood obesity [112–115]. Additionally, internationally
recognized organizations raised awareness and were concerned about children’s safety
online in the digital world. Some of these organizations are as follows: European Data
Protection Law [116], American Academy of Pediatrics [115], Children’s Online Privacy
Protection Act [117], and Children’s Media Regulations [118]. This is due to the issues and
threats that are increasing rapidly. Therefore, all research findings reflect the threats and
issues that exist in the online world for children.

These threats and issues are foundational and develop skills, kids’ attitudes and behav-
iors, addiction to social media, and health issues. In foundational and development skills,
during the early childhood stage when the child spends long periods of time watching content
found on YouTube. The type of content viewed on YouTube at such an early stage in a
child’s development can have a significant impact on their character and personality [1,119].
Therefore, if a child is exposed to harmful content at this important stage, it can have a
negative impact on the child because children learn primarily through observation during
this time [120–122]. In such a way, children act, behave, and cope with other people in society.

Additionally, kids’ attitudes and behaviors are considered one of the threats that can be
affected by social media platforms [3,15,35,123]. Kids’ behavior can be altered through the
content viewed online, in a positive or negative way, whether it is by reading the comments
of other users online, watching videos that are classified as harmful, or by looking at
advertisements that appear randomly in the video. Therefore, YouTube is considered an
unsafe platform for kids [19].

On the matter of health issues, social media has been linked to depression, anxiety,
and loneliness. It can make people feel isolated and alone. Social media has repeatedly
been proven to be a direct link to a plethora of psychiatric illnesses, including the above-
mentioned psychological problems and various forms of eating disorders. The prolonged
use of social media platforms by today’s youth has negative effects on mental health. In
fact, it has been discovered that youths who use social media more frequently are more
likely to suffer from depression, anxiety, eating disorders and body dysmorphic disorders,
and self-harm and suicidal tendencies. Social media undoubtedly contributes significantly
to the rising rate of instances of melancholy, anxiety, and eating disorders, which in turn
raise the risk of suicide. According to studies, suicidal people to broadcast or celebrate
self-harm and other types of upsetting material frequently use social media as a platform.
Predominantly, the YouTube platform can have a strong impact on the mental health of
kids. One of the most common mental issues a child can acquire through exposure to social
media is depression [25,123].

Another threat that parents encounter is their child’s addiction to social media. Kids
may develop an addiction as a result of the constant stream of videos, especially on
YouTube [18,21,124,125]. The fast-paced, attention-grabbing attitudes of content creators
attract the attention of children. Kids often return to these channels/content creators
because the uploader usually has an advertised schedule that encourages children to come
back and check to see if there have been any new uploads. To put it into perspective, the
active community on social media, particularly YouTube, makes children always come back
for more.

RQ2: What existing methods, techniques, and approaches are used to protect kids and
prevent potential issues?
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The aforementioned issues and threats arose due to the increasing popularity of
YouTube video watching among children. Several researchers have made many attempts
to solve such issues using machine learning approaches early on that required small
datasets. Recently, deep and transfer learning approaches contributed to achieving better
accuracy in detecting unsafe videos and inappropriate video content. These methods are
applied to data collected from the YouTube platform. These data can come in the form
of textual data, such as user-generated comments, video descriptions, meta-data, videos
in both image and audio, or content analysis methods based on statistical approaches.
These attempts concentrate on several methods to provide proper solutions. Some authors
analyzed the textual data through different methods. Others suggested slicing the frames
of the video and extracting information or identifying unusual patterns for kids in order to
detect inappropriate content through using NLP methods for textual data, computer vision
methods for video, or transcode that converts the speech to text and then perform further
processing by training. Additionally, some went to record to achieve high accuracy in the
detection process using the machine, deep, transfer learning models.

Therefore, some studies focus on particular languages such as English
vocabulary [8,23–26,31–35,37,42–44,58], Arabic [28,29,36], Portuguese [27,38], Bengali [30],
and Tamil [44]. We noticed that great consideration is given to the English language, as
it is a universal language. However, little attention has been given to the Arabic lan-
guage, despite the fact that it is the fourth most spoken language on the web. Other
studies proposed methods to improve the model performance in terms of accuracy [25–34].
Studies [15,25–32,37,39,41] used a machine learning classifier, and the best accuracy has
been recorded using NB [28–31], in which accuracy reached 78.5%, 95%, 84%, and 80.57%,
respectively, followed by SVM, which achieved 90.3%, 76%, and 66.43%, [26,30,43] respec-
tively. As a result of the majority of studies’ findings, the NB classifier outperformed
other ML classifiers. In addition, ensemble classifiers have been utilized and recorded
higher accuracy compared to ML classifiers such as Adaboost, which in studies [25,32]
recorded 91.96% and 97%, and RF in [15,43] achieved 79% and 66.94%, respectively. More-
over, the best accuracy has been recorded using the deep learning approaches, particularly
using RNN and its variants; these studies [26,37,39–44] have obtained a higher accuracy
compared to the previously mentioned methods, the accuracy reached 92.8%, 89%, 60%,
90.6%, 86.4%, 96%, 80%, and 74%, respectively. Furthermore, NLP methods and pre-trained
models that used word embedding concepts such as Word2Vec and GloVec were utilized
in [27,33–35,37,39,41,42,44] and outperformed word representation such as BoW and TFIDF
that were used in [25,26,28,30,31,36,39–41,43]. On the other hand, transfer learning has been
used in some of the recent studies [27,40,43,44] by using BERT or models based on BERT.

In frame-video analysis, we found that researchers utilized DL more than ML due to its
accuracy in detecting inappropriate content. Researchers proposed two types of approaches
for detecting inappropriate content in videos. For instance, authors in [1–3,5,6,8,10,11,13]
attempted to create video-related features and used them to build machine learning clas-
sifiers using deep learning and transfer learning techniques. They employed features
based on video key frames. Transfer learning techniques such as NASNet, EfficientNet-
BiLSTM, ResNet 50, InceptionV3, and VGGNet were applied and outperformed deep
learning techniques such as YOLOv3 CNN, RNN, and LSTM. Transfer learning techniques
outperformed traditional machine learning and deep learning techniques in terms of speed
and performance. Because the models used knowledge (features, weights, and so on)
from pre-trained models that have already been trained to recognize the features, it is
more efficient than training neural networks from scratch. The second category of video
frame analysis is based on computer vision techniques [4,12] in which handcrafted features
were extracted by combining SIFT feature descriptors and segmentation techniques with
traditional machine learning classification algorithms such as Support Vector Machines to
detect skin and non-skin regions. It was also discovered [7] that computer vision techniques
combined with CNN and ResNet50 deep learning techniques performed better in detecting
inappropriate content in video frames.
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On the other hand, some research studies highlighted the issue of advertisements that
appear suddenly to children while they are watching YouTube videos. These methods
are based on content analysis and measure their effectiveness on kids. The research used
statistical methods or surveys as tools to identify this phenomenon that is increasing among
kids on the YouTube platform. Therefore, the research studies focus on the study of the
effects of advertisements on kids [62,63,67,68]. Recently many studies focused on food and
brands [64,65,70] in order to attract kids. It is one of the many food-marketing strategies.
In [69], we highlighted the relation between unhealthy food consumption and YouTube. In
addition, some research examines unboxing videos [61].

RQ3: What are the challenges in protecting kids from inappropriate content on YouTube?

YouTube is considered a tool for education and entertainment. The misuse of this tool
negatively affects children. In this digital era, the majority of kids access the internet through
different mobile devices. Because to this, families and kids’ international organizations that
work to protect kids are concerned and encounter great challenges when faced with the
question of how to protect kids in the digital world [1,4,7,24,34,85,126–130]. To achieve this
objective and to answer the research question, there are three main challenges to adding
a layer to the social media platform. The first is finding a multi-lingual dataset in order
to obtain high accuracy in detecting inappropriate content [23,131–135]. Such a dataset
requires efforts to construct it using a large repository of multi-lingual text that contains
inappropriate content by utilizing word synonyms such as WordNet and multi-lingual
dictionaries. The second is refining and improving model accuracy by using three or
four approaches utilizing deep learning architectures, in addition to using an approach
of transfer learning by training deep learning models using the large multi-lingual dataset.
Such will improve model performance in terms of accuracy and F1-score to detect and classify
inappropriate content. Lastly, for notification purposes, notification should be sent to parents
in the event that children access inappropriate content, in accordance with a set of guidelines
that includes user-generated comments. A safety layer can be added to YouTube’s architecture
or a new layer can be added that filters YouTube videos [2,136,137] and user content with the
option of parental control using internet-of-things methods for notifications.

6. Conclusions

The number of YouTube videos spread quickly in tremendous ways. Furthermore,
many digital devices in kids’ hands helped in that spread, and because of this, much
inappropriate content has an impact on kids. This is considered the most important issue
on the YouTube platform. After the SR search, 72 papers were retrieved, concentrating
on detecting, preventing, and monitoring inappropriate content on the kids’ platform.
Therefore, the findings and conclusions of the included research articles were categorized
into four approaches based on textual analysis, video analysis, audio analysis, and meta-
data content analysis.

However, the challenge still exists in trying to find the best way to detect and filter
inappropriate videos for kids using an automatic strategy by machine and deep learning
approaches in different ways. In this research gap, researchers are required to find methods
to improve the detection, monitoring, and prevention of unsafe YouTube videos on kids’
platforms. This is still an interesting research area for researchers and Ph.D. students, as
well as for the industry to propose a security layer in order to achieve security for kids
on social media and not only on YouTube. However, our focus was only on the YouTube
platform, while there are other social media platforms that also impact kids and society.

The main contribution of this SR is to give an overview of the existing methods,
approaches, and techniques that are adapted to protect kids on the YouTube platform. Kids’
digital safety is an active research area. Therefore, this SR can be beneficial and can be used
as a reference for many researchers as a starting point in the area of social media security
for kids.
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